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Groups are a natural breeding ground for emotions. Group life affords unique opportunities but also poses critical challenges that may arouse emotional reactions in group members. Social-functional approaches hold that these emotions in turn contribute to group functioning by prompting group members to address concerns that are relevant to the group’s success. Guided by Emotions as Social Information (EASI) theory, this paper reviews research on the affective, cognitive, and behavioral consequences of emotional expressions in groups. Affective processes include emotional contagion and affective convergence, and resulting states such as group affective tone and affective diversity. Cognitive processes include inferences group members draw from each other’s emotional expressions. We discuss how these affective and cognitive processes shape behavior and group functioning. We conclude that the traditional (over)emphasis on affective processes must be complemented with a focus on cognitive processes to develop a more complete understanding of the social dynamics of emotions in groups.
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Emotions are an intrinsic element of group life. Social interactions are the primary elicitors of emotions [1–3], and groups create ample opportunity for such emotionally evocative encounters [4]. Given that the emotions that arise during group interactions are often expressed in one way or another — whether deliberately or inadvertently —, the question arises how these emotional expressions influence group functioning. Here we set out to answer this question.

Departing from the traditional view that emotions cloud critical judgment and turn groups into rationally incapacitated, impulsive, and potentially dangerous entities [5,6], contemporary theoretical approaches emphasize that emotions fulfill key social functions in groups that help their members address the various problems associated with living and working in groups [7–10]. For instance, emotions have been proposed to play a role in the development and maintenance of group cohesion, the allocation of roles and responsibilities among group members, the management of deviance and defection, and the coordination of collective efforts to attain shared goals [9,11–16].

Despite a growing interest in emotions in groups, the extant literature is scattered, and theoretical integration is lacking. We provide an integrative review of empirical support for the presumed functions of emotions in groups, examining in particular how emotional expressions shape group processes and outcomes. Our focus is on small, interactive groups rather than larger and more abstract collectives such as organizations, nations, or groups defined by demographic characteristics such as age, gender, ethnicity, or social-economic status. Although the role of emotions is also studied quite fruitfully in the context of larger collectives and intergroup relations [14], most notably in the interrelated areas of group-based emotions [17–19], intergroup emotions theory [20,21], and collective action [22,23], this research tends to focus on the social origins and consequences of emotional expression rather than on the social consequences of emotional expression. As such, much of this work falls outside the scope of this article, which centers on the social effects of emotional expressions in groups.

The paper unfolds as follows. We begin by summarizing a recent theoretical approach to understanding the social effects of emotions, which is useful for analyzing the effects of emotional expressions in groups: Emotions as Social Information (EASI) theory [24,25]. Guided by this framework, we review research on the effects of emotional expressions on affective and cognitive processes in groups, and we consider how these processes in turn shape behavioral outcomes. Finally, we highlight key conclusions emerging from our review and provide directions for future research.

Theoretical background: Emotions as Social Information (EASI) theory
EASI theory [24,25] is rooted in the social-functional approach to emotion [13,15,24]. The theory explains how emotional expressions regulate social and
organizational life by eliciting affective reactions (i.e. reciprocal and complementary emotions and sentiments) and/or cognitive inferences (i.e. judgments about the source, meaning, and implications of the expresser’s emotion) in observers [25]. Observers’ behavioral responses to others’ emotional expressions depend on the relative strength of affective and inferential processes, which is determined by the observer’s information processing motivation and ability and the perceived appropriateness of the emotional expression in light of the social context. The EASI framework has been used to inform theoretical analyses of the role of emotional expressions in social decision making [26], social influence [27], and organizational behavior [28]. Extending previous analyses, here we apply EASI theory to understand and integrate disparate findings concerning the effects of emotional expressions on affective and cognitive processes and behavioral outcomes in groups.

**Affective processes: emotional contagion and affective convergence**

A considerable body of research has investigated various forms of affective reactions to emotional expressions in groups. This work primarily focuses on emotional contagion, the tendency to ‘catch’ the emotions of others [29] via automatic, non-conscious processes (e.g. ‘primitive’ emotional contagion) and/or more conscious, deliberate processes (e.g. social comparison [4*]). Theorists have proposed that the resulting convergent emotional state facilitates bonding and coordinated action toward joint goals [9]. Accordingly, researchers have shown a strong interest in the emergence of shared affective states in groups [30], which are commonly referred to as ‘group affective tone’ [31,32,33**] or ‘group emotion’ [4*,11].

In a series of studies on teams of nurses and accountants [34] and professional cricket players [35**], Totterdell and colleagues observed that group members’ moods became linked over time. Moreover, the cricket study showed that players’ moods were more strongly correlated with the current aggregate mood of their own team than with the aggregate mood of the other team (also see [36,37]) or with the aggregate mood of their own team at other times. Along similar lines, Bartel and Saavedra [38] found that work groups converged for eight distinct mood categories, showing furthermore that high-arousal moods (e.g. cheerful enthusiasm, hostile irritability) spread more readily among the group members than low-arousal moods (e.g. serene warmth, depressed sluggishness). Emotional contagion was also observed in a controlled laboratory study by Barsade [39*], although this study did not reveal differential spreading of high-arousal versus low-arousal moods. Furthermore, consistent with the notion that the emotions of high-power individuals are more influential than those of low-power individuals [40,41], the emotional expressions of leaders have been shown to exert a considerable impact on the emotional states of groups of followers [33**,42**].

Supporting the idea that multiple mechanisms underlie emotional contagion [4*,29], other work has found that emotions also spread in groups in the absence of visible emotional expressions. In a study involving physically separated virtual team members, members who were confronted with a confederate who expressed anger or happiness via text messages caught these emotions and in turn displayed the same emotion to other teammates via text messages, thus reinforcing the emotional state within the team [43; also see 44]. Another study found that displays of joy and fear by one person were involuntarily transmitted via a second person to a third one, even if the third person could not explicitly recognize the second person’s emotional expression [45].

Even though emotional contagion is prevalent, it is subject to moderating influences. The likelihood that emotions spread across group members increases to the degree that group members score higher on the dispositional susceptibility to emotional contagion, are more committed to the team, are engaged in collective rather than individual activities, are more identified, and have a more collectivistic orientation [34,35**,46,47]. These boundary conditions notwithstanding, the extent to which emotional expressions can exert influence in groups by eliciting affective processes in fellow group members.

**Cognitive processes: drawing inferences from emotional expressions**

Besides relatively automatic affective processes, group members may engage in more deliberate and effortful cognitive interpretation of each others’ emotional expressions. Living and working in groups can be challenging, because group members tend to have limited insight into each others’ goals, motives, intentions, and expectations. When navigating group interactions, people may therefore turn to their fellow group members’ emotional expressions to inform their understanding of the socially complicated situation they are in [48–51].

As a case in point, Van Doorn and colleagues [52*] found that individuals construed a social setting as more cooperative when fellow group members expressed happiness rather than no emotion, whereas they construed the situation as more competitive when fellow group members expressed anger. Furthermore, Heerink and colleagues [53,54**,55] demonstrated that individuals use the emotional expressions of their fellow group members to gauge their momentary levels of acceptance. Nonverbal expressions of happiness automatically triggered concepts associated with inclusion, whereas nonverbal expressions of anger triggered associations with exclusion [53]. Moreover, expressions of anger elicited self-relevant
Inferences of rejection [54**], which linearly increased as more group members expressed anger [55].

The informational value of emotional expressions may not only serve fellow group members but third parties as well. Magee and Tiedens [56*] found that outside observers inferred various characteristics of three-person groups based on the valence and the consistency of the nonverbal emotional expressions of the group’s members. Participants perceived a greater degree of common fate between group members when all members displayed the same emotion than when they displayed different emotions. Moreover, groups were perceived as more cohesive when all members displayed happiness than when they displayed sadness or showed different emotions, due to inferences of interpersonal liking.

Along similar lines, Homan and colleagues found that participants anticipated more cooperative interactions, higher satisfaction, greater interpersonal liking and trust, and less conflict when both members of a two-person team showed happiness than when both showed sadness [57*]. Consistent with the theoretical idea that emotional expressions can disambiguate social situations [26,50,51], group members’ emotional expressions triggered stronger inferences when there was greater ambiguity surrounding the future trajectory of the team and when the emotional expressions were more likely to reflect team processes rather than dispositional positive or negative affectivity [57*]. In another study, observers inferred greater relational well-being between group members and expected better team performance when the members showed socially engaging emotions (sadness and appreciation) rather than socially disengaging emotions (anger and pride [58]).

Finally, emotional expressions can clarify and reinforce group norms [15,5,54**], because norm violations tend to evoke strong negative emotional reactions in observers [59]. Hareli and colleagues found that fellow group members’ expressions of anger in response to a transgression are particularly effective in triggering inferences that a norm has been violated and in facilitating the learning of the norm [60*,61]. In short, consistent with the EASI framework, a growing body of research indicates that emotional expressions can exert influence in groups by eliciting cognitive (i.e. inferential) processes in fellow group members. In addition, emotional expressions in groups can trigger inferences in outside observers, which may in turn influence how they relate to the group.

Behavioral outcomes: how affect and cognition shape group functioning

Now that we have reviewed the affective and cognitive processes that can be triggered by emotional expressions in groups, the next step is to examine how these processes in turn shape behavior and group functioning. Several studies have documented the downstream behavioral consequences of affective processes in groups. Correlational field studies found that positive group affective tone was associated with reduced absenteeism [32,62; but see 63], and experimental studies established causal effects of positive group affective tone on cooperation [39**], group creativity [64,65], and coordination [33**]. Conversely, negative group affective tone has been linked with reduced prosocial behavior [32] and lower team performance [66].

More recent work has qualified these straightforward valence-congruent effects by considering the extent to which the impact of mood on cognition is conducive to performance in a given task. Consistent with research on the effects of moods on individual-level cognitive processing [67,68], Klep and colleagues [69] found that groups that were induced to experience shared positive affect (by having group members watch the same mood-inducing film) exhibited enhanced creative performance, whereas groups induced to experience shared negative affect showed better analytical performance (also see [70]). Another study similarly showed that negative affectivity benefited group information processing and decision quality when information was scattered among group members but not when information was shared [71], presumably because the information-processing benefits of negative affect are particularly useful in situations where new information must be pooled to reach an optimal group decision. Interestingly, however, and consistent with the broaden-and-build hypothesis of positive affect [72], other research found that teams considered more critical information when they were in a positive rather than negative affective state [73]. A crucial difference that may help explain these apparently contradictory findings is that the affect manipulation was experienced as a group in some work [69] and individually in other work [73]. We speculate that negative affect also decreases social engagement, and that this tendency needs to be offset (e.g. through interactive affect sharing) in order for the cognitive benefits of negative group affect to become visible.

Compared to the role of affective processes, the role of cognitive processes as links between emotional expressions and group functioning has received sparse attention. A notable exception is a series of studies by Heerdink and colleagues, who examined whether expressions of anger on the part of fellow group members can force deviant group members back in line [54**]. They showed that people interpret fellow group members’ anger expressions as a signal of potential rejection by the group, whereas people interpret expressions of happiness as a sign of acceptance. Inferences of imminent rejection in turn led deviant group members to conform to the angry majority, but only when they were concerned about their group membership and motivated to stay in the group.
A compatible effect was observed in a study by Van Kleef and colleagues on the effects of leader emotional expressions on team performance [42**]. Followers interpreted expressions of anger on the part of their leader as a sign that their performance was subpar, whereas they took expressions of happiness as an indication that they had done well. These performance inferences in turn predicted team performance, but only when team members were motivated to engage in thorough information processing. In line with EASI theory, cognitive processes (i.e. inferences about performance quality) mediated behavioral responses to the leader’s emotional expressions among followers with high information processing motivation. Conversely, affective reactions (i.e. positive versus negative emotions and liking of the leader) mediated responses to the leader’s emotions among followers with low information processing motivation. Other findings indicate that a leader’s expressions of anger can increase team performance when team members perceive their leader’s anger as appropriate, whereas performance is undermined when team members deem their leader’s anger inappropriate [74].

Conclusions and future directions
Recognizing the inherent difficulties of living and working in groups and the critical role of emotions in coordinating social exchange [24], contemporary theoretical approaches highlight the important functions of emotional displays in regulating group life [7–10]. Moreover, scholars have recently begun to examine long-standing theoretical notions that emotional displays in groups play a role in the development and maintenance of group cohesion, the learning and upholding of social norms, the regulation of deviance and defection, and the coordination of shared efforts to achieve group goals [9,11–16].

Whereas early work on emotions in groups showed a strong emphasis on affective convergence [35**,35**,38,39**], more recent studies have begun to investigate the informational value of emotional expressions in groups. Consistent with Emotions as Social Information theory [24,25], this research indicates that individuals use group members’ emotional expressions to gain insight into their own performance level [42**], their inclusionary status in the group [53,54**,55], the norms of the group [60*,61], and the functioning of the group as a whole [56*,57*,58]. We call for more research on such cognitive processes to enable a fuller understanding of the social effects of emotions in groups.

Most of the work reviewed here hinges on the (implicit) assumption that groups are emotionally homogeneous. However, different members of a group may experience and express different emotions [75,76], and individual group members may be differently affected by their fellow group members’ emotions depending on the degree to which those emotions are shared [55]. This begs the question of how divergent emotions in groups combine to create group-level outcomes. Answering this question requires more complex research designs that allow for variations in emotional diversity in groups.

As scientific understanding of emotional dynamics in groups matures, we can begin to build more integrative theories by conceptualizing emotions as critical linking pins between group-related challenges and outcomes. For instance, the long-standing quest to understand and manage issues related to diversity, conflict, social loafing, deviance, and lack of information sharing in groups could be informed by considering how the emotional expressions that may be provoked by these challenges shape affective and cognitive processes and concomitant group functioning. Such theoretical integration promises to enhance understanding of the pivotal role of emotions in shaping group functioning.
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28. Drawing on the Emotions as Social Information (EASI) framework, this article offers a theoretical analysis of the ways in which emotional expressions enable people to exert social influence on others by triggering affective reactions and/or inferential processes in them.


The authors demonstrate experimentally that a leader’s induced mood influences the affective tone of the group. The group’s affective tone, in turn, influences group processes, in such a way that positive mood improves the group’s coordination, whereas negative mood increases group effort.


This article presents real-world evidence for affective convergence within sports teams. By tracking player moods of both teams during a cricket match, the authors demonstrated that players are more influenced by their own team’s affective state than by the other team’s affective state.


In this paper, the author demonstrates experimentally that group members’ emotional displays spread to other group members, independent of emotional valence or energy level. Positive emotional contagion in turn influenced individual and group-level outcomes, such as cooperation, conflict, and performance.


This study examined how leaders’ expressions of anger versus happiness influence team functioning, showing that teams consisting of members with low information processing motivation performed better when the leader expressed happiness, whereas teams of members with high information processing motivation performed better when the leader expressed anger. In line with EASI theory, inferential processes (i.e., inferences about performance quality) mediated behavioral responses to the leader’s emotional expressions among followers with high information processing motivation, whereas affective reactions (i.e., positive versus negative emotions and liking of the leader) mediated responses to the leader’s emotions among followers with low information processing motivation.


In a group-level experiment, the authors find that group emotional contagion also occurs non-verbally, by means of textual cues only. Moreover, they show that different behaviors of a team member shape different perceptions of the actor’s emotions, such that flexible behaviors are associated with happiness, and resolute behaviors with anger.


This article demonstrates the role of inferential processes in dyads and groups by showing that emotional expressions influence observers' construal of a situation. Across three studies, the authors find that angry expressions consistently shift the perception of a situation from cooperative to more competitive, whereas happy expressions have the opposite effect.


This article explores the role of inferential processes in shaping within-group interactions. The authors demonstrate that angry and happy reactions to deviant behavior elicit inferences of rejection and acceptance in the deviant, respectively, which drive the deviant's subsequent conformity.


In three experiments, the authors show that group-based emotions influence outsiders' perceptions of groups. More positive and consistent group-level emotions were associated with greater perceptions of cohesiveness.


In two experiments, the authors show that observers infer levels of team functioning from the emotional displays of team members, such that expressions of sadness elicit more pessimistic inferences of group functioning than expressions of happiness. Moreover, they find that the displayed emotions become more informative for observers to the degree that the group’s situation is more ambiguous and when the emotional displays can be more clearly linked to the group’s collective experience.


In this paper, different emotional responses to norm transgressions within a group are compared. The authors conclude that anger is a more effective signal of non-normative behavior than sadness or neutral emotions, because people infer from the anger that the displayed behavior is norm-incompatible.


